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Abstract
Khovanov homology is functorial up to sign with respect to link cobor-
disms. The sign indeterminacy has been fixed by several authors, by ex-
tending the original theory both conceptually and algebraically. In this
paper we propose an alternative approach: we stay in the classical setup
and fix the functoriality by simply adjusting the signs of the morphisms
associated to the Reidemeister moves and the Morse moves.
1 Introduction
Khovanov [Kho00] introduced a link homology theory, now known as Khovanov
homology, that categorifies the Jones polynomial. He also conjectured that the
theory is functorial up to sign with respect to isotopy classes of oriented link
cobordisms. Jacobsson [Jac04] later proved that this is true, with the necessary
restriction that the isotopy fixes the boundary links. Bar-Natan [Bar05] intro-
duced the theory of formal complex of tangle cobordisms, and proved that the
functoriality up to sign also holds in his theory. From this Khovanov [Kho06]
proved that the functoriality up to sign holds in the universal Khovanov ho-
mology theory, from which the original theory and other deformations can be
obtained.
The sign indeterminacy has been fixed by several authors: Caprau [Cap07],
Clack-Morrison-Walker [CMW09], Blanchet [Bla10] and Vogel [Vog20]. All of
these arguments require extending the original theory, both conceptually and
algebraically: using foams or seamed cobordisms in place of simple cobordisms,
and more sophisticated algebras that respect the extended setups. Here we
propose an alternative approach: we stay in the classical setup and fix the
functoriality by simply adjusting the signs of the morphisms associated to the
Reidemeister moves and the Morse moves.
Theorem 1. Bar-Natan’s functor
BN : Cob4(∅)→ Kob(∅)
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descends to a functor
BN : Cob4/i(∅)→ Kob/h(∅)
after some adjustment of signs.
Definitions of the above categories and functors will be given in Section 3.
Note that in [Bar05, Theorem 4] (where the functor is denoted Kh), the codomain
for the descended functor was the projectivized category Kob/±h(∅). Having
lifted to Kob/h(∅) means that we have removed the sign indeterminacy. From
Theorem 1 we immediately obtain:
Theorem 2. The universal Khovanov homology theory [Kho06] is functorial
with respect to oriented link cobordisms. This is also true for any link homology
theory that can be obtained from the universal theory, including the original
theory [Kho00], Lee’s theory [Lee05], and Bar-Natan’s theory [Bar05, Section
9.3].
The key idea of proving Theorem 1 is to keep track of the variance of the
α-classes, a generalization of the canonical generators in Lee’s theory. From
Theorem 1 we obtain an isotopy invariant of closed orientable surfaces in R4.
Corollary 1.1. Let R0 = Z[h, t], and let Kh denote the universal Khovanov
homology theory. For a connected orientable closed surface S ∈ R4, the induced
map gives an isotopy invariant
Kh(S) ∈ HomR0(Kh(∅),Kh(∅)) = R0
which equals {
2(h2 + 4t)
g(S)−1
2 if g(S) is odd,
0 if g(S) is even.
Corollary 1.1 generalizes the results for the Khovanov-Jacobsson number
nS = Kh0,0(S) ∈ Z given by Rasmussen [Ras05], and Tanaka’s invariant Kh0,t(S) ∈
Z[t] given by Tanaka [Tan06]. Note that taking the absolute values are now un-
necessary.
Conventions
Throughout this paper, we will work in the smooth category.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basics of Khovanov homology theory, and cite
some results from [San20] that will be needed in the main section.
Definition 2.1 (Basic concepts and notations).
1. For any unary function f , define its difference function δf by
δf(x, y) := f(y)− f(x)
2. For an oriented link diagram D, let w(D) denote the writhe of D, r(D)
denote the number of Seifert circles of D, and |D| denote the number of
components of D.
3. Given a commutative ring R and elements h, t ∈ R, Let Ah,t denote the
Frobenius algebra R[X]/(X2 − hX − t).
4. Let CKhh,t(−;R) denote the Khovanov chain complex constructed from
by the Frobenius algebra Ah,t, and let Khh,t(−;R) denote its homology.
Kh0,0(−;Z) is Khovanov’s original theory [Kho00], Kh0,1(−;Q) is Lee’s the-
ory [Lee05], and Khh,0(−;F2[h]) is Bar-Natan’s theory [Bar05]. Khh,t(−;Z[h, t])
is Khovanov’s universal theory introduced in [Kho06] (where it is denoted F5),
from which any rank 2 Frobenius algebra based link homology theory can be
obtained. In the following, we omit the subscript (h, t) from A, CKh and Kh
when there is no confusion.
Lee’s theory has an amazing property that, for any link diagram D, its Q-Lee
homology has dimension 2|D|, and its generators, called the canonical generators,
are constructed explicitly from D. In [San20] we extended this construction to
the generalized version of Khovanov homology. Consider the following condition
for (R, h, t):
Condition 2.2. The quadratic polynomial X2 − hX − t ∈ R[X] factors as
(X − u)(X − v) ∈ R[X] for some u, v ∈ R.
Throughout this section we assume (R, h, t) satisfies Condition 2.2, and fix
the two elements u, v ∈ R. Let c = v − u. Define two elements in A by
a = X − u, b = X − v
Then the multiplication m and comultiplication ∆ of A diagonalizes as:
m(a⊗ a) = ca, ∆(a) = a⊗ a,
m(a⊗ b) = 0, ∆(b) = b⊗ b
m(b⊗ a) = 0
m(b⊗ b) = −cb
Note that R = Q, (h, t) = (0, 1), (u, v) = (−1, 1), c = 2 is the case for Lee’s
theory. We call a and b colors. Given an oriented link diagram D, we color its
Seifert circles by a,b according to the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 2.3. Color the regions of R2 divided by the Seifert circles in the
checkerboard fashion, where the unbounded region is colored white. Color a
circle a if it sees a black region to the left with respect to the given orientation,
otherwise color b.
a
b
Figure 1: Coloring the Seifert circles by a, b.
This coloring determines an element α(D) ∈ CKh(D;R) by the correspond-
ing tensor product of a and b. On the underlying unoriented diagram of D,
there are 2|D| possible orientations, and for each such orientation o, we can ap-
ply the same algorithm to obtain an element α(D, o) ∈ CKh(D;R). It is easily
seen that these elements are cycles in CKh(D;R). We call these cycles α-cycles
of D, and those homology classes the α-classes of D. The following proposition
generalizes [Lee05, Theorem 4.2]:
Proposition 2.4 ([San20, Proposition 2.9]). If c is invertible in R, then Kh(D;R)
is freely generated over R by the α-classes. In particular Kh(D;R) has rank 2|D|.
Remark 2.5. When c is not invertible (for instance Z-Lee theory where c = 2),
then the α-classes do not necessary generate Kh(D;R).
The following two classes are of particular interest.
Definition 2.6. Let o be the given orientation of D. We define
α(D) := α(D, o)
β(D) := α(D,−o)
and call them the α-cycle, β-cycle of D.
3 Fixing the functoriality
Bar-Natan [Bar05] introduced categories
• Cob4(∅): the category with objects oriented link diagrams and morphisms
2-dimensional oriented cobordisms between link diagrams generically em-
bedded in R3 × [0, 1], and
• Kob(∅): the category of formal complexes of link diagrams modulo local
relations.
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and a functor
BN : Cob4(∅)→ Kob(∅)
such that the Khovanov homology functor is factorized as
Kh(−;R) : Cob4(∅) BN−−→ Kob(∅) FA−−→ Kom(RMod) H−→ RMod
where
• RMod is the category R-modules, and Kom(RMod) is the category of
chain complexes in RMod ,
• FA is the functor (TQFT) obtained from the Frobenius algebra A =
R[X]/(X2 − hX − t), and
• H is the homology functor.
[Bar05, Theorem 4] states that the functor BN descends to
BN : Cob4/i(∅)→ Kob/±h(∅)
where
• Cob4/i(∅) is the quotient of Cob4(∅) by isotopies rel boundary,
• Kob/±h(∅) is the projectivized chain homotopy category of Kob(∅).
Thus the map on Khovanov homology induced by a link cobordism S
φS = Kh(S;R)
is invariant up to sign, under an isotopy of S rel boundary. Our aim is to adjust
the signs of BN (S), so that BN descends to
BN : Cob4/i(∅)→ Kob/h(∅).
Note that the codomain category is not projectivized. Then the induced map
φS becomes strictly isotopy invariant.
BN (S) is defined in the same way as for Khovanov homology [Kho00, Section
6.3]: by decomposing S into elementary cobordisms, each of which corresponds
to a Reidemeister move or a Morse move, and then composing the associated
morphisms (see Figure 2). We will adjust the sign of each of these morphisms.
To assert that the adjusted BN (S) has no sign indeterminacy, it suffices to show
that, for some commutative ring R with 2 6= 0, the induced map
φS : Kh(D;R)→ Kh(D′;R)
has no sign indeterminacy. In the following we fix some (R, h, t) such that
Condition 2.2 holds, 2 6= 0 and c is invertible in R (for example take Q-Lee
theory). The proofs of the coming Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.4 and Propo-
sition 3.5 are almost done in [San20, Proposition 2.13, 3.17], where we traced
the arguments of [Ras10] and [Ras05], but we rewrite them for clarity.
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Figure 2: The construction of the cobordism map
3.1 Adjustments for Reidemeister moves
Suppose D,D′ are related by a single Reidemeister move. Let S be the corre-
sponding cobordism.
Proposition 3.1. The sign of BN (S) can be adjusted so that the induced iso-
morphism on Khovanov homology ρ = Kh(S;R) maps
[α(D)]
ρ7−→ cj [α(D′)],
[β(D)]
ρ7−→ (−c)j [β(D′)].
where j ∈ {0,±1} is given by
j =
δw(D,D′)− δr(D,D′)
2
.
Proof. In [Bar05, Section 4.3], the chain homotopy equivalence BN (S) is given
explicitly as a linear combination of cobordisms between the formal complexes.
The chain homotopy map on the level of R-chain complexes is given by ap-
plying the TQFT FA. For Reidemeister moves R1 and R2, the induced chain
maps agree with the ones provided in [San20, Appendix A], so from [San20,
Proposition 2.13] we have
[α(D)]
ρ7−→ εcj [α(D′)],
[β(D)]
ρ7−→ ε′cj [β(D′)].
with j as above, and the signs ε, ε′ ∈ {±1} satisfy εε′ = (−1)j . For R3, the
chain homotopy equivalence BN (S) is given in a different form, but we can
similarly assert that the above equations hold (the actual values are listed in
Appendix A). Redefine BN (S) by εBN (S).
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Remark 3.2. A sequence of Reidemeister moves that transforms D to itself
induces an automorphism of Kh(D). Jacobsson called the set of all such au-
tomorphisms the monodromy group of D. If c is invertible and D is a knot
diagram, then Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.1 shows that the monodromy
group of D is trivial. Jacobsson proved that in general, the monodromy group
of D is non-trivial (not even up to sign), by comparing two homomorphisms
induced by mutually isotopic cobordisms (not rel boundary) of a diagram of the
knot 818 [Jac04, Theorem 1].
Remark 3.3. Plamenevskaya’s invariant ψ(L) [Pla06] of a transverse link L is
represented by α(D) with h = t = 0. Proposition 3.4 shows that α(D) is strictly
invariant under transverse Markov moves. Thus Plamenevskaya’s invariant can
be refined so that there is no sign indeterminacy. The same applies to the
filtered version given by Lipshitz-Ng-Sarkar [LNS15].
3.2 Adjustments for Morse moves
Next, suppose D,D′ are related by a Morse move. Let S be the corresponding
elementary cobordism. Recall that the induced homomorphism
φS : Kh(D;R)→ Kh(D′;R)
corresponds to the operations of the Frobenius algebra A, namely, the unit ι
for a cup, the counit ε for a cap, and the mix of the multiplication m and the
comultiplication ∆ for a saddle.
Proposition 3.4. The sign of BN (S) can be adjusted so that induced homo-
morphism on Khovanov homology φS = Kh(S;R) maps
[α(D)]
φS7−−→ cj [α(D′)] + · · · ,
[β(D)]
φS7−−→ (−c)j [β(D′)] + · · ·
where j ∈ {±1} is given by
j =
−δr(D,D′)− χ(S)
2
.
(The (· · · ) terms are only present for a cup.)
Proof. For a cup,
[α(D)]
φS7−−→ [α(D)⊗ 1] = c−1([α(D)⊗ a]− [α(D)⊗ b])
and either one of [α(D) ⊗ a], [α(D) ⊗ b] is equal to [α(D′)]. For a cap, from
ε(a) = ε(b) = 1, we have
[α(D)]
φS7−−→ [α(D′)].
Finally for a saddle,
[α(D)]
φS7−−→
{
±c[α(D′)]
[α(D′)]
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depending on whether the saddle merges or splits the Seifert circles of D. So in
any case, the image φS([α(D)]) contains [α(D
′)] in one of its terms. Redefine
BN (S) by multiplying ±1 so that the [α(D′)] term in φS [α(D)] is positive.
Again this adjustment is determined by D and D′. The equation for j can be
easily checked.
3.3 The adjusted cobordism maps
Finally, suppose we are given a generic oriented cobordism S in R3 × [0, 1]
between oriented links L,L′. S decomposes into elementary cobordisms, and
gives a sequence of local moves between link diagrams:
D = D0
S0−→ D1 S1−→ · · · SN−1−−−→ DN = D′.
By composing the redefined morphisms, we obtain
BN (S) : BN (D)→ BN (D′)
and the induced map
φS : Kh(D;R)→ Kh(D′;R).
Proposition 3.5. If S has no closed components, then φS = Kh(S;R) maps
[α(D)]
φS7−−→ cj [α(D′)] + · · · ,
[β(D)]
φS7−−→ (−c)j [β(D′)] + · · ·
where
j =
δw(D,D′)− δr(D,D′)− χ(S)
2
.
Moreover, if every component of S has a boundary in L, then the (· · · ) terms
vanish.
Proof. If S consists of a single elementary cobordism, then it follows from Propo-
sition 3.1 and Proposition 3.4. We prove that the form is preserved under com-
positions of elementary cobordisms.
For a generic t ∈ [0, 1], let Lt = S ∩ (R3 × {t}) and St = S ∩ (R3 × [0, t]).
Let o0 be the given orientation on L. We say that an orientation o on Lt is
admissible if there exists some orientation on St that induces the boundary
orientation o on Lt and −o0 on L. Note that such orientation on St must agree
with the orientation on S on the components that intersects with L. From the
assumption that S has no closed components, we see that no two admissible
orientations on Lt extends to the same admissible orientation on a higher level.
Now suppose Si is one of the elementary cobordism in the decomposition of
S, and ∂Si = Li+1 unionsq −Li. Let Di, Di+1 be the diagrams of Li, Li+1, and φi be
the adjusted cobordism map associated to Si. We claim that for a permissible
orientation o of Li, the image of [α(Di, o)] under φi is a linear combination of
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[α(Di+1, o
′)]’s, where each o′ is a permissible orientation of Li+1. The only case
when o cannot be extended to a permissible orientation on Li+1 is when two
components of Li having incoherent orientations are connected by a saddle. In
this case, the two strands in Di are colored differently, so [α(D, o)] is mapped to
0. For the remaining case, the claim is obvious from the proof of Proposition 3.4.
Together with the observation in the previous paragraph, we see that the first
statement holds.
If every component of S has a boundary in L, the given orientation of L′ is
the only permissible orientation. This proves the second statement.
Now we are ready to prove the theorems stated in Section 1.
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Let M be any one of the fifteen movie
moves of Carter and Saito [CS93]. Let D,D′ be the starting and the ending
diagrams of M , and S, S′ be the two cobordisms between D and D′ corre-
sponding to the two movies of M . To prove that BN (S) is invariant under
an isotopy of S rel boundary, it suffices to prove that BN (S) and BN (S′)
are equal for each M or its reverse. It is already proved in [Bar05, Theo-
rem 4] that they are equal up to sign. Passing to Khovanov homology, we have
φS = ±φS′ : Kh(D;R) → Kh(D;R′). Both S and S′ have no closed compo-
nents, so from Proposition 3.5, by comparing the images of [α(D)] ∈ Kh(D;R)
under φS and φS′ , we see that the coefficients of [α(D
′)] ∈ Kh(D′;R) agree.
From Proposition 2.4 both [α(D)], [α(D′)] are non-zero, so we have φS = φ′S .
This proves BN (S) = BN (S′). Theorem 2 is immediate by composing H ◦ FA
after BN .
Proof of Corollary 1.1. Consider ring extensions
R0 = Z[h, t] ↪→ R1 = R0[u, v] ↪→ R2 = R1[c−1]
where u, v are roots of X2 − hX − t ∈ R0[X] and c = v − u. Regarding S as a
cobordism between empty links, we obtain the following commutative diagram.
R0 = Kh(∅;R0) Kh(∅;R0) = R0
R2 = Kh(∅;R2) Kh(∅;R2) = R2
φS
φS
Thus it suffices to prove the equation for R = R2. Isotope S so that S =
(cup)∪S′ ∪ (cap), and that the projection of the two boundary circles of S′ are
both crossingless unknot diagrams U,U ′. From Proposition 3.5,
[α(U)]
φS′7−−→ cj [α(U ′)],
[β(U)]
φS′7−−→ (−c)j [β(U ′)]
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where j = −χ(S′)/2 = g(S). The adjusted cup map sends 1 ∈ R to c−1([α(U)]−
[β(U)]), and the cap map sends both [α(U ′)], [β(U ′)] to 1 ∈ R. Thus φS maps
1
φ∪7−−→ c−1([α(U)]− [β(U)])
φT ′7−−→ cj−1([α(U ′)] + (−1)j+1[β(U ′)])
φ∩7−−→ cj−1(1 + (−1)j+1).
Substituting h2 + 4t for c2 gives the desired equation.
Question 3.6. The definition of BN (S) and its invariance up to sign also
applies to non-orientable link cobordisms. Are they non-trivial? If so, can we
adjust those signs so that BN is also functorial with respect to non-orientable
link cobordisms?
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A Supplement for the proof of Proposition 3.1
A.1 RM1
a a b
ab b
A.2 RM2
Case 1
a a
b
b
b
b
a a
Case 2
a a a
b−c−1
a
b
c−1
b b
Case 3
a a
b a
b
−1
b
ba −1
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A.3 RM3
Case 1
a
b
b
a
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b
Case 2
a
a
b
bb
a a b
b
b
a
a
Case 3
a
a
c a
a
b
b
−c
b
ba
b
a
b
1. For RM3, isotopic patterns give the same results, so they are omitted.
2. Also the right twist version of RM1 and the other variant of RM3 are omitted, since
they can be obtained by compositions of the other moves (see [Jac04, Figure 19]).
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